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This article is based on a qualitative study exploring reasons for ill-being and well-being among twenty participants in a Norwegian activation programme. The Qualification Programme aims to enhance participants’ overall life situations and employability by offering work training to long-term social assistance recipients, among other things. As an analytic framework for discussing ill-being and well-being, this article employs Amartya Sen’s capability approach, which assesses the individual’s ability to live a good life, and Martha Nussbaum’s conceptualisation of that approach. The findings indicate that hardship was demonstrated in the respondents’ lives: participants could not cope financially and suffered from mental and physical health problems, while shame worsened their circumstances. However, participants also showed signs of enhanced well-being as they experienced increased individual agency. The study indicated a disparity between the intended and the actual direction of change in the lives of programme participants.
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Introduction

Norway is usually portrayed as a wealthy welfare state, offering social protection during all stages of life. Welfare services for the unemployed include unemployment benefits for the insured and means-tested social assistance for those not covered by insurance through previous employment. In 2007, the Norwegian Qualification Program (QP), a national activation programme, was introduced to support long-term social assistance recipients to find employment and to strengthen their overall life situation (NAV, 2016). In 2014, the programme had 8,338 participants (Dalgard, 2015). The twelve-month programme, with a possible twelve-month extension, includes close follow-up and individualised solutions to enhance employability such as work placement training (NAV, 2016). QP participants are entitled to a QP benefit to provide a predictable income and enable them to plan their finances over time (Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2014). Unlike social assistance, this taxable benefit grants higher coverage and is paid by the local municipality, similar to an employee’s normal salary. Although researchers have found signs of increased well-being among QP participants, they also have noted issues of ill-being (Reichborn-Kjennerud, 2009; Schafft and Spjelkavik, 2011). Participants appear to struggle with a lack of motivation, disappointment in finding work, low self-esteem, limited social networks and an overall lack of structure in their daily lives (Schafft and Spjelkavik, 2011; Djuve
et al., 2012). In addition, several studies have suggested that unemployment in general negatively impacts peoples’ well-being and/or life satisfaction (for example, see Fryer, 1986; Halvorsen, 1999; Helliwell, 2003; Eurostat, 2015). A number of recent studies have demonstrated the inherent shame and stigma often associated with claiming welfare benefits (Pemerton et al., 2013; Walker, 2014; Baumberg, 2016), and this qualitative study among unemployed Norwegian welfare recipients contributes to that body of research.

A mismatch appears to be at work between the intended direction of change that the QP is designed to offer and the actual direction of change in participants’ lives. Hence, to provide purposeful support to QP participants, we must understand what triggers both their ill-being and their well-being. Against this background, this study sought to investigate: What are the reasons for ill-being and well-being among participants in the Norwegian Qualification Programme?

The analytic framework for discussing ill-being and well-being is based on Amartya Sen’s capability approach and Martha Nussbaum’s conceptualisation of the approach. In brief, the capability approach assesses a person’s ability to live a good life (Anand et al., 2005). Nussbaum’s conceptualisation of the approach is chosen since it provides a multidimensional interpretation of well-being by investigating different aspects, such as emotions, work and educational opportunities, and health. The study draws on qualitative interviews with participants engaged in QP activities, which are organised by a publicly funded activation centre in the Oslo area.

The present study is consistent with existing literature, which calls for more in-depth examination of well-being and of the effects of poverty on well-being (Bradshaw, 2011; Taylor, 2011; Deeming, 2013). Although advanced quantitative studies have focused on well-being – such as the Human Development Report (2014) and the European Social Survey (2014) – these are not tools for studying nuanced, in-depth individual perspectives on well-being. For that purpose, a qualitative study design may be more useful. As Kvale argued: ‘If you want to know how people understand their world and their life, why not talk to them’ (Kvale, 1996: 1).

**Previous research**

A number of European studies have found that activation measures have positive effects on well-being (Strandh, 2001; Andersen, 2008). Research on the Norwegian QP has focused on the description, implementation and, to some extent, the effect of programme participation. Issues impacting participants’ ill-being, such as debt or poor health, are mentioned mostly to describe the programme’s target population (van der Wel et al., 2006; Djuve et al., 2012; Gubrium and Lodemel, 2014). However, some studies have reported improved feelings of well-being as a result of QP participation (Reichborn-Kjennerud, 2009; Schafft and Spjelkavik, 2011). A national evaluation based on qualitative interviews with sixty-seven QP participants concluded that the participants perceived contacts with the programme professionals as empowering, and they believed their participation would enhance their possibility of finding paid work (Schafft and Spjelkavik, 2011).

In an international study, Walker et al. (2013) explored the relationship between shame and poverty, drawing upon Sen’s (1983) view that shame lies at the absolute core of poverty. The study was conducted in seven research sites in China, South Korea, India, Pakistan, Uganda, the UK and Norway. Findings showed a sense of personal failure, and, consequently, the feeling of not being valued by others triggered internalised
shame among respondents. This internalised shame was reinforced by externalised shame, manifest in other people's words and deeds in the family, schools and officialdom. Other negative responses to poverty-related shame included depression, social withdrawal, avoidance and anger. Despite national economic and cultural differences in the sites, the study's findings corresponded with Sen's proposition.

In Norway, Walker et al. (2013) drew upon interviews with QP participants and social assistance recipients. With regard to feelings of shame, the Norwegian research indicated that QP participants experienced less shame in comparison with social assistance recipients (Gubrium and Lødemel, 2014).

Nussbaum's conceptualisation of the capability approach has been applied in a number of studies, such as that of Anand et al. (2005), who examined capabilities and well-being. Utilising data from the 2000 British Household Panel Survey (BHPS), which sampled more than 5,000 households, Anand et al. concluded that capabilities and personality traits influence feelings of well-being; however, they maintained that capabilities are more important to well-being than personality traits.

Theoretical framework – the capability approach

The capability approach assesses a person's quality of life, based on the individual's functionings and capabilities (Sen, 1993). Functionings refer to a person's 'doings' and 'beings' and may range from elementary factors – 'being adequately nourished, being in good health etc.' (Sen, 1993: 36) – to more complex ones – 'achieving self-respect, taking part in the life of the community, appearing in public without shame' (Sen, 1993: 36–7). Capabilities refer to a person's ability to achieve these functionings, and Sen argues that a person's capabilities depend on factors such as personal characteristics and social arrangements. According to Sen (1993), capabilities are an important part of individual freedom. However, he did not specify how to assign weight to different capabilities or functionings, nor did he define which functionings and capabilities are needed to live a fulfilling life because of the wide differences in context that affect each individual.

Anand et al. (2005) pointed out that functionings and capabilities are hard to distinguish when applying empirical data. For example, health and educational status are usually perceived as functionings or achievements, but they also indicate a person's capability to do certain things. In addition, other scholars have criticised the capability approach for its 'uncertainty'. For instance, Qizilbash (2008: 62) argued that the approach is 'incomplete', while Alkire (2008) pointed out that it could be viewed as a work in progress. Robyens claimed that the capability approach is: 'not a theory that can explain poverty, inequality or well-being; it rather provides a tool and a framework within which to conceptualise and evaluate these phenomena' (Robyens, 2005: 94).

Nussbaum (2011: 33–4) chose a different approach by proposing a list of central capabilities. The list includes descriptive key words: life (living to the end of human life); bodily health (having good health, adequate nourishment and adequate shelter); bodily integrity (moving freely); senses, imagination and thought (applying senses, thoughts and ideas purposefully; access to education); emotions (experiencing sound attachments, living without fear and anxiety); practical reasons (having a conception of the good, a plan for one's life); affiliation (showing concern for other people, being treated with dignity); other species (caring about animals, plants and the environment); play (living joyfully, enjoying recreational activities) and control over one's environment (granted rights such
as political engagement and property rights). According to Nussbaum (2006), central capabilities are the requirements for a life of dignity, and the list is open-ended and may undergo modification. By defining needed capabilities, Nussbaum also developed a theory of justice with which governments should endorse capabilities (Robyens, 2005).

For this article, a modified version of Nussbaum’s list was applied as an analytic version to discuss issues of ill-being and well-being among programme participants. The list leaves room for interpretation; the capabilities are rather abstract and challenging to demonstrate empirically. Because of insufficient empirical data, three of Nussbaum’s capabilities – *life*, *other species* and *play* – were not considered. The capability labelled ‘*life* – being able to live to the end of human life of normal length’, is impossible to judge. Whether an individual will live a human life of normal length cannot usually be determined, and, therefore, was omitted from this study. The capabilities labelled *other species* and *play* also were omitted because no relevant empirical data were collected. The capability called ‘*bodily health*’ encompasses a range of aspects, such as having good health and access to nourishment and adequate shelter. For this study, the capability of bodily health was divided into two different categories, ‘*physical and mental health*’ and ‘*adequate housing*’. The modified list of capabilities is presented and reviewed in the findings and the discussion sections.

**Methods**

This study utilised semi-structured, one-on-one interviews with twenty QP participants, of whom thirteen had a minority background. Literature on qualitative research suggests a range of 15±10 respondents (see, for example, Kvale, 1996; Charmaz, 2009).

**Sampling strategy**

The primary sampling criteria were (1) that the participants be actively engaged in publicly funded QP activities and (2) that the sample be representative of the ethnic backgrounds of local QP participants. In the Oslo area, 70 per cent of QP participants are ethnic minorities (Ohrem-Naper, 2010). The selected research site offers publicly funded activities, including language training, work placement and motivational training, to approximately 175 QP participants each year. The majority of the site’s QP participants were from an ethnic minority group and most were female.

**Data collection**

Seventeen participants were recruited through QP counsellors working at the centre; the researcher recruited three additional participants by directly approaching QP participants at the site. The interviews were conducted in a quiet space at the centre, which was a convention meeting spot for participants who visited the centre daily or weekly. For practical reasons, two interviews were conducted off premises, in a café and at the participant’s work-training site. Interviews were conducted in Norwegian using a semi-structured interview guide with topics related to QP participation. Among other things, participants were asked how they perceived their QP activation, whether QP activation led to heightened feelings of shame, their previous experience of activation measures and their future aims. Although respondents shared both negative and positive experiences.
concerning QP, they also discussed personal experiences, including their personal failures and financial hardships. These experiences indicated existing issues of ill-being, and are explored further in this article.

Generally, the interviews lasted for approximately forty-five to sixty minutes, although language issues prompted some to be slightly shorter. The interviews were recorded and transcribed by the researcher. As compensation for their taking part in an interview, participants received a gift card worth NOK 100, or approximately 12 euros.

**Limitations**

Regular contact between QP counsellors and participants may have risked a ‘creaming effect’ within the sample; that is, QP counsellors may have recruited respondents whom they favoured. Due to confidentiality issues, the researcher did not have access to the participants’ telephone numbers or email addresses, and, therefore, QP counsellors were needed to establish initial contact. In addition, language issues arose during the first set of interviews, and the research asked the QP counsellors to consider the potential respondents’ Norwegian language skills during recruitment. Some participants from ethnic minority groups had difficulty expressing themselves in Norwegian. In hindsight, a translator should have been consulted for these cases. One female participant was interviewed twice in a seven-month period because her Norwegian had improved significantly during that time span. The latter interview was used for analytic purposes.

**Overview of respondents**

The interviewed respondents included thirteen women and seven men between the ages of thirty and fifty. Nine of the thirteen women were from an ethnic minority, having been born in Africa, the Middle East, South Asia or Latin America. Of the seven male respondents, four were from an ethnic minority, having been born in the Middle East and Africa. All respondents joined the QP because of unemployment and most had been engaged in other activation work courses before coming to the centre. In addition, the majority of respondents had spent six to eighteen months at the centre, most often participating in activities such as work placements and Norwegian language group training. All the ethnic Norwegians respondents had been previously employed, but among the ethnic minority participants, the men more than the women had had previous work experience.

**Analysis**

The researcher conducted an interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) of the interviews, which is an acknowledged approach especially in qualitative health and psychological studies (Biggerstaff and Thompson, 2008; Thompson et al., 2002). IPA involves examining the participant’s life in detail, exploring personal experiences through the individual’s perceptions or accounts of an object or an event, which are the point of departure for ascribing meaning to experiences (Smith and Osborn, 2007; Biggerstaff and Thompson, 2008). This individualised, phenomenological approach supported the intent of the research question: to explore perceptions of ill-being among QP participants.

Biggerstaff and Thompson (2008) identified four stages of IPA: a first encounter with the text, preliminary identification of themes, organising themes into clusters or concepts
and developing a list or table of themes to identify the dominant features and concerns. These stages were used in this study with some modifications. First, the researcher read the verbatim transcripts, and coded the data using the qualitative software program, Atlas.ti. Codes were interpreted as underlying themes, such as (1) trust in staff, (2) financial difficulties and (3) housing issues. Next, the codes were clustered into groups of themes corresponding to Nussbaum’s central capabilities.

Findings

Nussbaum’s list of capabilities was applied with modifications to relate the findings and the capabilities purposefully to each other. The modified list was physical and mental health, adequate housing, educational opportunities, engaging in meaningful activities, being treated with dignity and the right to engage politically.

Below, the findings for each of these capabilities are presented and illustrated with extracts from the interviews.

Physical and mental health

Nearly all of the twenty participants touched upon problems related to physical and/or mental health. For three participants, physical health issues stemming from previous physically demanding work affected their ability to find employment. Their poor health restricted the type of work they could perform. The participants’ mental health problems were described as depression, sleeping difficulties and anxiety. Sven shared his experiences of depression in the following way:

I struggle with showing up at my work placement. I went through a huge depression last year; it went on for a while. I guess it was due to financial problems; my past was haunting me.

For four participants with minority backgrounds, mental health issues were rooted in experiences of war in their home countries prior to coming to Norway. Joseph explained that he had taken part in the Introductory Programme, a two-year mandatory programme for those granted asylum, which includes 600 hours of Norwegian language training and work placement, among other things. However, he had not been able to focus on the programme because of anxiety caused by war experiences, and had not sought help for his traumas. He was still struggling with depressive thoughts:

If I am just spending time at home, I get depressed. I think too much . . . Some days, life just gets too much for me.

Mohammed had been on sick leave for two years because of depression stemming from war experiences in his home country. He stated he had treated himself because he could not find satisfactory professional help. For Akif, war in his home country made him question what direction he should take in life:

There are a lot of problems in my home country. And I ask myself, what should I do? Everything is gone. What am I supposed to do? I do not like the killings and bombings.
Adequate housing

Financial circumstances prevented a number of participants from finding adequate housing. For example, Ingrid found her studio apartment too small, but was having difficulty moving to a larger place:

I can’t afford anything bigger. I’m looking for another place, but I notice they ask for ... a deposit and I can’t afford to save up this money.

Although the welfare office had guaranteed her deposit, Ingrid could not find a landlord who would accept such a deposit, an experience she described as stigmatising. She felt trapped in her living situation and questioned her ability to move on in life.

Two Norwegian-born male participants shared the experience of having to move back in with their parents because they were unemployed and could not afford to live on their own any longer. Commenting on the experience of moving back home, Johan said:

Well, it is not that hard ... but ... it is not ideal either. I don't have issues with living there, but it's nothing I want to do forever ... as soon as I find work, I will move out.

A female participant, Asiha, said poor housing conditions made her son's respiratory problems worse, but because of her unemployment, she could not afford to move.

Educational opportunities

Education levels differed strikingly among ethnic Norwegian participants, male ethnic minority participants and female ethnic minority participants. All the ethnic Norwegians had completed compulsory school and usually vocational training or university studies. Similarly, all the ethnic minority males had completed compulsory school and three had a university degree. However, the female ethnic minorities were the most educationally disadvantaged. One participant stated that schooling was not a priority for girls in her home country. Alice was the only ethnic minority woman who had higher education. However, she had not managed to find work, which she regarded as a belittling experience:

I have studied in Norway. I have studied in other Western countries. It is not an excuse, but it is not accepted here in Norway ... It should be a positive thing, which now holds a negative meaning.

According to her, the education lost meaning when she was not able to use it. Still, the dream of new educational opportunities was a recurring theme for some participants. For example, one male participant wanted to become a bus driver, a female participant wanted to be a nurse and a third wanted to finish her university studies. However, the journey towards fulfilling these goals seemed challenging. For one, regulations prevented the participant from enrolling in an educational programme while participating in QP. If they wanted to fulfil their goals, they had to quit the programme, which was not an option for participants with restricted financial resources.
Engaging in meaningful activities

A common theme of all interviews was the desire to find paid work. By gaining employment, respondents hoped to be able to rent better housing, to support other family members and eventually to take time off from the ‘daily grind’. Participants mentioned that unemployment and a lack of money had caused them to cut down on social events. For example, Aisha had not been on a holiday for years. When she received a tax refund, she saw her chance to go for a holiday, but her plan was thwarted when the National Labour and Welfare Administration informed her that she had to use her tax refund to cover her usual expenses. Aisha said:

And I got a text message from my social worker, saying ‘I notice you have received a tax refund, so with this money you need to pay for this and that’. Can you imagine? [Laughter] I was just thinking, what is it with me . . . ? Everybody leaves for holiday. What kind of person am I, who cannot go?

For other respondents, paid work had an importance beyond daily expenditures. Akif was desperate to find work so he could reunite his family. Without a work contract, it was very hard for this couple to actively plan for their future in Norway, and his wife’s future was dependent on his employment status:

I . . . need to find a job. My wife does not have the papers. She is seeking asylum . . . I need a work contract and show the papers to the UDI. [Directorate of Immigration]

Still, some respondents described improvements in their ability to plan their lives. Two ethnic minority females said that improved language skills enabled them to visit the doctor without asking their husbands to accompany them to translate. In addition, respondents said QP provided an empowering activity to fill their days, enriching their capability to plan their lives. Anne described QP participation as life changing because the programme provided treatment for her depression. She described the difference between QP and social assistance this way:

Because they [QP counsellors] know that they need to help this client to find work. But for some reason . . . The welfare office has a completely different way of thinking. They think that the client only comes to get money . . . They only think about that. But if they had applied the same philosophy as QP, the result would have been something completely different.

At the time of the interview, Anne was one of two respondents who had been offered employment while participating in QP, and Anne’s work placement led to an employment opportunity. However, work placement training also could bring disappointment. If the initiative did not lead to employment, participants often felt used by the system.

Being treated with dignity

QP respondents also expressed positive emotions about their experiences, especially concerning the QP counsellors at the centre. The respondents described the counsellors as kind and helpful, and they trusted them and felt supported and recognised by them. The respondents, including two from ethnic minority backgrounds, also said they had
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developed friendships with ethnic Norwegians, highly valued connections that positively expanded their networks. Amina described her Norwegian friend: ‘She is very friendly and she supports me a lot.’ In contrast, Ingrid recalled poor experiences with the social welfare office, using phrases as ‘they ruin things for you’ and ‘they disrespect you’. She explained:

It is much better now [while receiving QP-benefit] when you can use your own money instead of begging the social welfare office for money to pay rent and other things.

In the interviews, respondents often expressed feelings of not being worthy, which were manifest in various ways: experiencing racism on a work placement, a sense of failure due to unemployment and/or being badly treated at the welfare office. For example, Juliana, a black woman, encountered racism at her work placement at a nursery:

They are very bad. I don’t know … maybe the staff is … I believe these people … because of black people, immigrants … I don’t know, but it is not good … It is racism … I get depressed, very depressed. I don’t want to be there for three months.

Two female Muslim participants gave other examples of disrespectful behaviour. One stated she had heard negative comments about her wearing a hijab from other participants at the centre. The other woman agreed that she, too, had felt pressure to conform to Norwegian clothing norms to meet her employers’ wishes.

The respondents’ situations that had brought them to the centre in the first place were sources of internal shame – shame for loss of status because of their unemployment, shame for seeking social assistance and shame for failing to find work. Joseph explained:

It is hard for me sometimes to go down to the NAV-office [social welfare office] and ask for food money … It is hard for me having to rely on NAV. I don’t want to.

Respondents usually lowered their voices and had difficulty talking about their feelings of shame. For example, Sven was very talkative during the interview, but when talking about shame, he became silent and struggled to express himself:

A bit of hurt feelings … those feelings of mastery … I believe … I believe there is some … shame, yes … Absolutely [silence].

For Kari, shame was connected to external shaming and what other people would think about her:

And people think … there is so much talk about people who are unemployed just for the sake of being unemployed, or they are on sick leave. That people choose to do these things, they do not want to work. And I am afraid that people would think the same things about me. Although I know I am not like that.

Monika also said that she had encountered people who doubted her motives; some neighbours had asked: ‘Can it really be that hard to find work?’
Right to engage politically

Most participants did not highlight political engagement as an issue. Some from minority backgrounds were not Norwegian citizens, and, thus, were ineligible vote in Norwegian elections, which, in turn, limited their capability to participate politically. However, a Norwegian-born male raised political concerns, questioning why Norway had become too focused on materialism and consumption, and an ethnic minority man mentioned that he had been imprisoned in his home country because of his political engagement.

Discussion and conclusion

Context matters, and arguably, capabilities and lack of them will differ. While lack of capabilities or signs of ill-being among welfare programme participants may not be surprising in the wider social policy context, these findings are more surprising within the smaller context of Norway, a wealthy welfare state that should be able to provide high-quality services. However, as this study indicates, a high level of welfare provision may be affected by circumstances beyond the scope of welfare policies to tackle. Based on the findings of this study, some issues that seemed to elicit participants’ ill-being occurred in the past or were outside the context of QP.

As shown, QP participants’ physical and mental health issues may stem from past experiences. A male participant said he suffered from depression because of financial difficulties that related to prior experiences before he entered the programme. For others, earlier work experiences took a toll, causing the participants to have to turn down some jobs they could no longer perform or that may have worsened their health conditions. Previous Norwegian studies also have found that welfare recipients suffer from health issues (Wel, van der et al., 2006; Schafft and Spjøklavik, 2011).

Other examples of ill-being emerging from past experiences were evident for four of the thirteen ethnic minority respondents, all of whom had experienced war in their home countries and continued to suffer from concerns and anxiety. One such participant said he had sought help for his symptoms, but did not find it beneficial. Because of language barriers in the interviews, the reasons why other participants had not sought help were not discovered. Poor Norwegian language skills could have hindered their seeking help, as mental health interventions require sufficient language skills to verbally express one’s state of mind. In addition, male participants may experience a higher threshold for seeking help than females. Still, considering the QP’s goal to enhance the participants’ overall well-being, this study suggests that the programme’s focus should be refined to thoroughly map the participants’ needs along the QP trajectory.

Furthermore, although political engagement was not a prominent issue among the respondents, the right to engage politically may be perceived as a fundamental feature of a decent society. Ethnic Norwegians may not have encountered any hindrance to their political engagement, but those who were non-citizens were ineligible to vote in parliamentary elections. This prohibition may be a double burden for those who have fled their home countries for political reasons. Although they experience safety in Norway, they may not fully participate politically until they gain Norwegian citizenship.

Ill-being stemming from shame also may have roots in participants’ past experiences or situations outside the context of the programme. As Tangney and Dearing (2002) argued, shame is a painful feeling to experience, which was clear during the interviews.
Certain situations, including financial struggles, were almost too shameful for the participants to discuss. They expressed feelings of low self-worth and shame because of their unemployment, and this internalised shame could be reinforced by externalised shame. An example is the female participant whose potential landlords refused to accept a deposit from the welfare office.

Moreover, simply seeking government support can be shame provoking, an experience that participants described with phrases like ‘it ruins you’ and ‘they disrespect you’. These findings are consistent with other studies that have linked shame to poverty and welfare provision (Gubrium and Lødemel, 2014; Walker et al., 2013). However, participants found receiving the QP benefit less shameful than receiving social assistance, perhaps because a stigma is usually associated with the latter, which provides means-tested benefits within the structure of welfare services (Titmuss, 1968). QP represents a new tier of social assistance that seems to offer a more empowering alternative to means-tested benefits and services (Pellissery et al., 2014).

In addition, negative associations with the unemployed could emerge from the wider Norwegian social context in which unemployment is a rather marginal phenomenon. In 2013, when the interviews were conducted, the unemployment rate was 3.6 per cent (SSB, 2016). If the unemployment rate was higher and a larger proportion of the population were affected, perhaps there would be greater individual and societal acceptance and less shame associated with being unemployed.

Not all reasons for ill-being or well-being among QP participants could be blamed on the past or an outside context; some reasons were directly linked to events within the QP. For instance, the amount of the benefit the programme paid could produce ill-being. Although the benefit was higher than that provided by social assistance, it was too low to provide financial stability. QP participants encountered financial barriers to better housing, savings for needed deposits or taking a vacation. With a risk of overemphasising one capability over another, good housing conditions may be considered crucial for well-being.

In addition, programme regulations blocked some participants from improving their employability. Enhanced employment opportunities are another capability that can be linked to well-being, but participants who sought to increase their employability through additional education encountered regulations barring them from doing so. One could question the meaning of work-enhancing opportunities without the ability to gain further education. Also, although the programme offers work placement to fill gaps in the participants’ work experience, participants were disappointed when work placement did not lead to paid employment. Unfortunately, some participants experienced racial discrimination at work placement sites. Programme professionals must address such incidents directly and refuse to co-operate with potential employers who engage in discriminatory behaviour.

On the other hand, the data show that participants also experienced heightened well-being as a result of the QP. In fact, a majority of participants said the QP counsellors at the centre treated them well and were both supportive and helpful. Heightened well-being also could be linked to programme participation that led to actual changes. For example, a female participant gained employment, after first obtaining work placement through the programme. Other female ethnic minority participants improved their language skills sufficiently to be able to attend doctor appointments without someone accompanying them. Previous studies on QP have found similar increased feelings of
well-being associated with programme participation (Reichborn-Kjennerud, 2009; Schafft and Spjelkavik, 2011; Djuve et al., 2012).

Moreover, findings reporting heightened well-being must be seen in the context of the chosen research site. The research site in this study is notable for its initiatives to offer tailor-made language training for QP participants and strong co-operation with employers. Such initiatives are not the norm for all programme providers, and services vary among local QP centres (Schafft and Spjelkavik, 2011). For example, centres located in richer municipalities may be able to offer ‘more’ services and have more staff who can support the QP participants, compared to less affluent municipalities. This study was conducted in an affluent municipality, located in the Oslo area.

In conclusion, the mismatch between the QP’s intended direction of change and the actual direction of change in the participants’ lives could arise from what participants experienced prior to entering the programme. The past could be haunting some participants, blocking them from taking full advantage of the programme opportunities at the present time. From a policy perspective, there ought to be an increased awareness on how past issues may impact participants’ programme trajectory in the present.
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